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What is Quantum
Nanotechnology maylmay not exploit all quantum phenomena -To maximize impact will need to hamess uniauely quantum effects, e.g.,
entanglement
What is Quantum Computing?
Nanocomputers compared with quantum computers
More efficient than conventional compute= on some problems but need not be "small" at ail e.g., NMR quantum computers Equivalent to conventional more compact Most interesting class: faster, smaller, m o n energy efficbnt, and algwlthmlcally superior to conventlonal computers Use nanofabrication techniques to assemble quantum computing hardware "4w,m 0unh.n cmyuk. nm Flrvl h t k 9
Theory of computation harbors implicit assu
-which cease to be true at quantum scales What are these assumptions?
-Bit always has a value -This value is 0 or 1 -Bit can be copied without error -Reading a bit does not change it -Reading a bit has no affect on other (unread) bits iptions Physically, "readout" depends on how qubit is implemented -Spin-1/2 particle: measure spin orientation -Polarized photon: measure plane of polarization -Atomic energy levels: measure energy level
Non-deterministic outcome
Read qubit = project in lo), Il)} basis -Register evolves in accordance with Schrodinger eqn.
with solution b(t)) = exp(-iHt/ti)b(O))

Make connection to computation:
(0)) t) input data U t) algorit J (t)) t) output before measurement Private Key is = -374751991265811. 11714994242642750581
I"
= cWl&mrL= IhxmwSat-. -where Is) is a superposition of equally weighted indices -It) is the (unknown) target index that you are seeking -is = 1 -2)s)(sI is a unitary operator -1 , = I -2\t)(fl is the unitary operator representing the oracle -U is any unitary matrix having only non-zero elements
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Step 1: Create equally weighted superposition
Step 2: Synthesize amplitude amplification op.
Step 3: Apply Q T&i times
Step 4 Induces tree-structured search space
Nested Quantum Search
Step 1: Superposition of consistent partial solutions at intermediate level
Step 2: Perform amplitude amplification in the subspace of their descendants
Step 3 Algorithm Synthe8irePureState:
Step I: w.l.0.g. assume amplitude c, f 0 (otherwise pennute basis until c0 # 0 )
Step2 Construct the matrixM, Mnad by
M =
Step 3 Use GramSchmidt "cess to fix first column as b) and comwte . . Step 3 Compute a circuit for performing U = U, @U, e...
Step 4: Compute a circuit for preparing the ' baded dice" state I$) = zfili:
Step -Quantum-to-classical readout -Cannot 'see" result in conventional sense C a n sample from, or obtain collective properties of, processed signal, image or data
Can process an image exponentially more efficiently, report on a property of interest, but be unable to display the result -Quantum world strongly distinguishes truth from proof Let's look at how to enter data into a quantum computer
Encode 2" data values as the amplitudes 56 of just n qubits
Algorithm Dat-tryr
Step 1: Normalize the data vector. and ped it to length 2"O&lCl] i .e.. Step 2: Interpret c; as the amptitucks of the pure state b') cJ4
Step 4: Construct the matrix M defined by:
Step 5: Use GramSchmidt pccess to fix first column as b? and compute orthonormal columns for the rest ofthe matrix
Step 6: Map this unitary matrix into an equivalent quantum circuit using QCD circuit design tod Output: A circuit for synthesizing an arbdata input to a quantum computer Step 1: e-beam lithography makes nanoscale ion implantation masks
Step 2: masks guide Phosphorus ions into Silicon substrate -Arrival of each ion is detected via the electronic transient it induces in the sample -Ensures exactly one ion per site and facilitates device calibration
Step 3: use triple angle shadow evaporation to produce self-aligned gate and SET structures with "A" gates directly above implanted donors Step 1: Alice generates a secret random bit sequence
Step 2: For each bit, Alice prepares a polarized photon and sends it t o Bob
Step 3 -Overall Bob determines 25% bits in Alice's sequence
Step 4 
